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Advantage Database Server 11 is another leap forward in providing an award winning database with high
performance, functionality, technology, and support, all in one affordable unique package. The newest version of
Advantage continues its commitment to excellence with no administration, small footprint, and flexibility unmatched
by SQL-only databases because Advantage allows both ISAM and SQL access to data.
Advantage 11 helps companies and developers tackle today's biggest demands including easy access to data not
just from desktop computers but also from mobile devices and management of data anywhere through any device.
Couple that with increasing demands for better performance and developer flexibility and Advantage helps software
vendors address their customer needs with a technology and partner they can trust.

ADS Data Access Everywhere on any Device
With Advantage 11 it is easy to access data from anywhere, on any device. Advantage 11 introduces the Advantage
Web Platform which allows clientless access to Advantage data like never before. The Web Platform provides an
easy method for extending applications to any mobile or tablet device. This opens up endless possibilities to serve
customers in ways that today's market demands.
Whether you are writing a new mobile application or extending your existing application to an iPhone®, Android,
or other mobile or tablet devices, Advantage now has a great solution to help you access existing or new data in an
industry standard approach.

Reduce Scheduled downtime with Online Database Management
Advantage 11 helps meet the growing demands of customers by introducing new online database management
features designed to reduce scheduled downtime and allow management functions to be performed at any time of
day with users actively working on the database.

Advantage 11 includes the ability to pack, re-index, and alter a table all while users are actively accessing the data.
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This complements the already available online backup capability allowing management functions to be performed at
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any time, not just when users are logged off the database.
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This new functionality is especially attractive for applications that run 24 hours a day but is also great for
performing tasks during normal business hours rather than having to wait until off hours.
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Modernizing Legacy Applications
Advantage 11 continues its tradition of helping ISVs modernize their successful vertical market applications to meet
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the demands of today's market. As applications grow and evolve they need to scale with increasing demands and
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technology. Advantage specializes in helping applications grow with evolving needs all while providing an easy growth
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path that makes both technical and financial sense for ISVs.
Advantage 11 is the key, with end to end 64-bit support from the server to the client, technology to scale
applications to client/server or to mobile devices without requiring an application re-write or complicated data
conversion, leveraging familiar data access methods while allowing for growth with new methodologies, or providing
concurrent data access functionality that allows the legacy application to exist far beyond what was thought possible.
Advantage 11 provides the technology to help applications grow and perform better all while backed by the experience
and know-how of the Sybase Advantage Team.
We have the customers to prove it!

Performance
Advantage 11 continues to be a low cost and high performance solution. Improvements and enhancements in
Advantage 11 make it the fastest performing Advantage Database Server ever. End Users always like faster running
applications and Advantage 11 makes it happen.

Backed by SAP
Sybase, an SAP® company, is an industry leader in delivering enterprise and mobile software to manage,
analyze and maximize information. We are recognized globally as a performance leader, proven in the most
data intensive industries and across all major systems, networks and devices. Our information management,
analytics and enterprise mobility solutions power the world’s most mission-critical systems in financial
services, telecommunications, manufacturing and government. With Sybase, enterprises can manage the
high volumes and variety of data, analyze this vital information and mobilize it so people can conduct
business, regardless of where they are located or what devices they are using.
Since all Sybase solutions are built using open standards, organizations can leverage the IT investments
they depend on today, along with the ones they’ll need tomorrow.

For more information: www.sybase.com/ads

Follow us on Twitter at @AdvantageDB.

For information on our comprehensive
Consulting and Education Services to
support your Sybase technology initiatives,
visit us at www.sybase.com/consulting.
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